
 

UTILIZATION IS NOT THE PROBLEM (Just a Symptom) 

SERVICES CUTS ARE NOT THE SOLUTION 

COASTAL FERRIES ENGAGEMENT 2012 

THE HISTORY 

March 12, 2003 – Judith Reid, Minister, Ministry of Transportation, on behalf of the Province announced 

a new structure for BC Ferries (BCF) defined by the Coastal Ferry Act (CFA). As an independent company 

under the BC Company Act and in concert with an independent regulator and under contract to the 

Province, BC Ferries will be able to deliver” improved service” with” guaranteed service levels” and “fair 

rates”.  This new structure will provide for “enhanced economic development and job creation” with 

long-term “modest and predictable average fare increases”. 

April 1, 2003 – The Province and BC Ferries signed the initial Coastal Ferry Services Contract (CFSC) 

defining the service BCF would provide to ferry dependent coastal communities. The service levels that 

existed at the time were embedded into the CFSC and defined by required round trips/year for all 

routes. It also required that BCF replace the Queen of Burnaby on route 17 with a new 185 AEQ vessel 

by 2007/2008 subject to approval by the Province. In addition, it required that BCF replace the North 

Island Princess on route 18 with a new 60 AEQ vessel by 2007/2008 subject to approval by the Province 

or consider the possibility of life extending a vessel that was already 45 years old. In addition a basic 

minor route service fee, Provincial contribution to route revenue, was established at $92M. 

LEADING UP TO THE CURRENT SITUATION 

January, 2012 – The Ferry Commissioner released a report, The Coastal Ferry Act Review, commissioned 

by the Province. The report was based on effective consultation with coastal communities and 

concluded that ‘ferry fares’ had ‘reached the tipping point of affordability’ and the objective going 

forward should be fare increases based on the annual rate of inflation (recommendation 11). In addition 

the report recommended that the Province ‘make provision for some improvements to capacity 

utilization’ (recommendation 9) and develop a long term vision for coastal ferry services 

(recommendation 6). These are but 3 of 31 recommendations. 

April 1, 2012 – Fare increases of 4.15% announced by BC Ferries. Fares are now at the tipping point plus 

4.15%. The CFSC was amended to include a section 3 that commits the Province and BCF to implement 

service adjustments (service cuts) by executing a Performance Term 3 Amending Agreement by June 30, 

2013. For all the routes across the system, that means finding $26M in savings from service cuts. 

May, 2012 – The Province introduced Bill 47 to amend the CFA based on the recommendations in the 

January, 2012 Ferry Commissioner’s report. As part of that announcement the Province committed an 

additional $79.5M to BCF, the first $25M directed to the balance sheet for the last fiscal year, $21.5M in 



service fee for this fiscal year and $11M/year service fee increase for the remaining three years of this 

performance term. 

October 1, 2012 – The Ferry Commissioner announced fare caps for the next three years totaling 12. 5%, 

compounded, at least double the annual rate of inflation. 

CURRENT SITUATION –THE REAL PROBLEMS 

The Province chose to leave the original $92M minor route service fee unchanged until May 2012 (May 

changes forced by the Fiscal 2012 balance sheet and the forecast for ridership revenue) and fares have 

increased over 100%, on one Northern Sunshine Coast (NSC) route and close to it on the others, far 

above the inflation rate. Fare escalation is a determining factor in declining ridership on NSC routes and 

minor routes in general. Ridership has fallen significantly since 2003 thus reducing BCF revenue while 

their costs have continued to rise. On a year to year basis this situation has higher fares, reducing 

ridership (9% since 2003) and utilization, a negative spiral that threatens the sustainability of coastal 

communities and the ferry operator.  

To put this crisis in perspective, if future ferry fares should rise at the same rate as inflation as the 

Commissioner recommended in January, that principle could have been applied in 2003 when ‘fair rates’ 

were promised by Judith Reid. If, prior to April 1, 2012 when fares went 4.15% beyond the 

Commissioners tipping point, the fares had been reduced by 25% as recommended to the Commissioner 

by the NSC Ferry Advisory Committee and others in the fall of 2011, the resulting fares would still have 

been significantly higher than if they had been raised by the rate of inflation annually since 2003. That 

describes the magnitude of the fare situation we face today, and ridership continues to fall in Fiscal 

2013. This situation was created by the Province with the CFA in 2003 and has directly influenced the 

stated need to find $26M in savings from service adjustments. 

The Province has failed to follow through on the replacement vessels for routes 17 and 18. The Queen of 

Burnaby and the North Island Princess are now 48 and 54 years old respectively, well beyond the 

expected 40 year life of a seagoing vessel. They are due to be replaced by new vessels in April 2016/17 

so they will be 52 and 58 years old at that time. Both vessels have had significant unplanned outages in 

the last Fiscal year and both have had significant refits recently. These events have cost millions of 

dollars both in direct costs and the cost of providing alternative service such as water taxi, airline 

charters, bus charters and barge charters. In fact, BCF operating expenses in Fiscal 2012 for routes 17 

and 18 increased by $3.3M and $3M respectively over Fiscal 2011, likely due to refits, emergency 

maintenance and costs associated with the unplanned outages. This $6.3M incremental cost in one 

Fiscal year is a significant component of the $26M in savings required over the next 4 Fiscal years. This 

situation was also created by the Province in failing to replace these vessels on a reasonable schedule 

as outlined in the 2003 CFSC and the resulting costs, as described above, have also influenced the 

stated need to find $26M in savings from service adjustments. 

 

 



THIS CONSULTATION AND ENGAGEMENT 

The Province has created this current financial problem through their inaction since 2003 and to 

expect ferry users to solve the problem is both inappropriate and impractical. Ferry users do not have 

the required knowledge of BCF financials, specifically the savings associated with service cuts, nor do 

they as individuals understand the importance of specific sailings to other ferry users. If the Province 

wishes to engage the ferry users in a service adjustment discussion they need to recommend specific 

round trip cuts and associated savings so that individuals and/or businesses can respond in a meaningful 

way. This current engagement/consultation process is a complete waste of ferry user’s time, the BC 

Taxpayer’s money and reflects the complete lack of understanding held by those in control of the 

coastal ferry system, notably the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure. 

THE POTENTIAL COMMUNITY OUTCOME 

The Northern Sunshine Coast currently enjoys a commerce based economy that is being threatened by a 

marine transportation infrastructure that is no longer affordable or reliable and which may not be 

adequate if service cuts are implemented. This situation, including the proposed action outlined in 

Section 3 of the current CFSC, threatens jobs and the wellbeing of families, particularly young families 

with children, in our community. In the medium to long term this continuing problem has the potential 

to shift our commerce based economy to a social assistance based economy, which is not the desired 

outcome for anyone in British Columbia. 

THE SOLUTION 

The Province has to decide if the ferry dependent communities on the West coast are important to the 

future of BC and the taxpayers of this Province. If they are, and they should be, then the Province has to 

step up and recognize that it has to provide an affordable, reliable and adequate transportation 

infrastructure that ensures the sustainability of our communities and protects the economic and social 

health of our residents. The Province needs to treat us in the same way they treat the rest of rural BC 

with respect to transportation.  

The current Coastal Ferries Model, articulated by the CFA, is effective, but only if the service fee is 

adjusted to maintain affordable ferry fares and ensure BCF is on a sound financial footing.  In addition 

aging vessels must be replaced on a timely basis, no costly life extension delays. With this 

commitment by the Province the discretionary ferry users will return and coastal communities will 

have the opportunity to be successful. Service adjustments can be realized through a continuing, 

meaningful discussion with communities and ferry users. On their own, service adjustments will not 

solve the problem. The fundamental problem is much bigger than that. 

Submitted by Bill Cripps, Chair, NSCFAC, November 19, 2012 

 

 


